The Red Hall Curriculum – A Parent’s Guide
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How we plan our curriculum

Step 1

• In September, we ask the children what they are interested in
and what they would like to learn that year...

Step 2

• These are then looked at by the teacher and teaching
assistant and planned against what the National Curriculum (A
Government document) wants us to teach.

Step 3

• Topics will then be planned around what the children would like
to learn.
• We call this, "child-led"

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

• A trip / a memorable experience is then planned. These always
prompt the children to think about what they know about the
topic and what else they would like to learn.
• . Sometimes these are paid for fully by school, other times we
ask for a contribution towards a particular trip / event.

• Teachers then plan a range of exciting activities to engage the
children in their learning and help them to make progress.

• This learning is then shared with parents, this is called an
"express event"
• Most of the time, these are documented on Facebook... So
make sure you smile for the camera!

